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Description and Evaluation of Trials'bf

Telidon Equipment and Data Bases in

two YRBE secondary schools in 1983

ABSTRACT

Telidon, which consists of two computerized commnnicattonn nys-,

terns for displaying text. and graphics on a teleision screen under

user control, is being given field,trials in the libraries of two YRBE

secondary schools.

Beginning in the Spring of 1983, students were able to access,

via telephone line, a computerized data bank whicli.hen-several data

bases. The principal data base is the Student Guidance Information

System (SGIS) which contains carer and higher education'. information

useful to Intermediate and, Senior Division students. A "You and

Employment" data base Offers job hunting information. Oth0- data

bases des'cribe the Telidon System and offer 'Sample LezIrning

Materials"'consisting of 33 units on a variety of topics as difLureat

as--Astronomy, Blissymbolics, microcomputers, energy, and sociology.

This report describes briefly the Telidon system and 'its earlier

trials in the YRBE. The 1983 trials are described and evaluated is

:greater detail. Cost data Are provided and analyses of usage data are .

appended.

ti
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The most significant findings can be summarized as follows.

(.

(17 'The scope and variety of the data bases are narrow and only SGIS

was extensively used. Text is overused and the'graphics

capabilities are riot exploited., Movement from "page" to "page"

is slow (unacceptablr sloc.vin the broadcast mode).

°(2) There were continuing technical problems, and not all were

corrected by the time' of-this evaluation report.

(3) While the trial sponsors are paying, the bulk of the operating

Costs, after the trial ends (March '84), these costs will possib-

ly price-the system out of, the schools' reach.

(4) A plan for better use of the SGIS data base needs to he' develops'

to ensure appropriate follow-up.

One YRBE school has already opted not to continue use of Telidon past

March.



The field trials of the Telido technology descri.bedin this report

would not have hoer. possible w tRout the extra efforts made by many

YRBE and other professional a echnical staff. It is appropriate

that their dedication, he ackn ged at the outset.

4:3
,

Mt. John Syrett, TVOntorio's.Telidon Project Director shared with us.

a the frustrations of. (-relays and technical problems. John was'always
t4
'

avaci.lble to give information, suggeSt possible actions, or to,make

'contacts with TVO's technical or other support staff.

Mr. Chuck Searle,- the YRBE CoordinAt(,;: of Guidance and Biil Sanders,

Assistant C2ordknator offered gOod ideas and advice. Chuch's tilison

withguidance staff was as valuable as it was, necessary.

Mr. Lee Gould, attached to the YRBE Research Office to help out in

several projects,' spent days tabulating' and analysing aser data-then

preparing .graphic representations of findings. When it was decided to

'extend the data- collection period', he re-worked all the inform tion, '

re-analysed and re-plotted the findings withoUt complaint and with

very good effect, as Appendix "B"shows.'.

But the greater sacrifice of time and the greatest demands.-to go the

second mile",fell to the librarians in the two secondary schools.

While their principals and guidance colleagues also were called upon,

it was to BayViewts Mrs. Wendy Osborne and Stouffville's Miss Audrey

Fullerton that'the heaviest workload fell. Their extra efforts are

too numerous to list, but this report conveys_ a sense of the many

,tasks that had to'be done and some of the problems that had to he

borne.

a
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Description and Evaluation of Trial's of

Telidon Equipment and Data Bases in

two .YRBE secondary' schools in 1,983

by Brian'Burnham, Chief Research Officer

1,. Overview

Bayview.Secondary School (Richmond Hill) and Stouffville District

Secondary School, ( Stouffville) tried out the Telidon teletext and

videotex systems ih the spring and autumn of 1983 to December 16).

These trials were. largely funded by the federal goverhment and by the

Ontario government which, through its agent, TVOntario, required an

evaluation'from participants. Certain capital and operating costs

were borne by the,York Region Board of Education: This repo'rt

eludes cost'data.

11The two schools conducted the trials in t eir'lihrary resource

centres under the 'superviilion,of the teadhef-librarcans. The YRBE

Chief Researdh Officer designed an evaluation model with the assis-

tance of the two schools' librarians who collected and reported much

basic data 'and also made manyOf the direct contacts with TVOntario

staff about technical matters.

This report describes 'the nature of the Telidon systems and pro-

vides a historical context% fOr the present YRBE trials. There is a

summary description of the Board's evalqative criteria and how the

Telidon systems measured up.

Bayview decided not to continue with the systems past the trial ,

period. As an extended appendix to this report, Bayview's User data

are examined in detail so the critical weaknesses in the systems,

as 'that school, experience can be appreciated.

2. Introduction

(a What is Telidon?

Telidon is a proprietorial name of a technology combining two

computerized systems for displaying text and graphics on a television

screen. Print or pictorial images are retrieved by viewer command

from databases where (the Telidon contraction) encoded information is

stored.
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Telidon is a co unications systtem rather than just an inforMation

medium to the extent- that the viewer can signal to the data base What ...!

,subject matter is to be displayed. The interactions are under computer

control. Data are moved as digital signals.--1 pui ring a decoder at the
usen end.

ome decoder, units have a memory reserve which permits "capture"

of bro dcast ("teletext") data and to display the text or graphics

afler 'he 'broadcast signal has been transmits d, even 'after the origin-

alsour e has been disconnected. Microwave o satellite transmission .

of signals are possible for teleteXt transml Sions, but.not used in the

present

"Vid otex", the other system of_Telidon communication, is a "dial

up" ot "on line" mode. Communication is afected.via telephone land

line or other wired or optical fibre two-way cbnnecti'i. The videotex

(on-line) s stem permits access to the whole data baSe and permits

significant nteraction. The teletext (broadcast) mode only picks out'

what is or ha- been "on the airwaves". The Telidon unit in this 1983

trial normall functions in both modes. and both modes can display both

text and graphics.

Telidon wa developed by the Federal DepaFtment of Communie ions

and boasts of su eriot colour guiphics compared to similar systems

operating in othe\r countries.

A
. By 1983 TVOnt rid had begun to call its on-line videotex system

"Edutex" and its br a4cast teletext System (operatidnal in late summer

1983) is called "Ed tel".

(b) Telidon and Educatiod

.

The publicly owned Ontarip Educational Communications Authority
1

and TVOntario (OECA'S educational broadcast network) consider Telidon

a potential-1,y valuable educational medium because Telidon's interac-

tive ability (videotex mode) permits students- to pace themselves

through the displayed material,aterial, to "go back a page" or to interact in

othe fashions appropriate both to what IS being learned and to the

stddent's rate of learning. BAs the gra phics also help to fovs the

learner's attention and becatise lessons, quizzes and tests cat he

programmed for computer assisted learning over long'distances, Telido

is seen as a promising kpedagogic tool." in the teletext mode, "Edutel ,

the content is designed to be of a "bulletin board" or "broadcast

magazine" nature and more generally cultural than pedagogic.

9
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(c) Education* Trial of Telidon in the York Region, 1980

In 1980 the federal Department of Communications, TVOntario, and

several Ontario educational institutions joined in a trial o6Telidon
in the videotex mode. Some 55 units were involved in these. field

. trials. 'Costs were borne by senicir government.

t After many delays, Telidon units were installed in Markham

-District High School,and in the YRBE Admitistrative Centre. in April

1980. There were various equipment malfunctions, and technical

problems encountered in on-line accessing of the data baSes (the

broadcast mode was not then developed for trial).

The substantive content was somewhat limited, of the "for-
o

demonstration-only" nature. Viewers.did'not find this very engaging

after the novelty effect.wore off, but the on-line system clearly had

potential. Some Markham teachers were keen to create Instructional

sequences and were very impressed by the ease by which Telidon

"computer graphics" could be generated compared with graphics created

by general purpose .microcomputers. Lack of ready access to graphics

generators inhibited acceptance of TVOntario's invi.tatioh to create

s" for their system.

These tr sin the YRBE sites ended, as scheduled, in June 19SO

after only three months and many frustrations. Many attempts to

demonstrate the equipmeaLien into problems... Gremlins' seemed to naunt

the lines every time it rained between the host computer in Ottawa and

the York Region, and it was a very wet spring.

(d) Prelude to Current In-school Trials of Telidon
N-

In January 1981 TVOntario circularized school boards and other

educational/cultural institutions to recruit participants for further

Telidon trials. This project, financed in large part by the federal'

Industry Investment Stimulation Program (IISP) and the Ontario Board

of Industrial Leadership and Wvelopment (BILD) program, was announced

as "an exploration of the benefits deriving from year-long access to

an education 1 Telidon database".

4

This present evaluation report, called for by the contract which

the YRBE eventually 7,enMred into with TVentario (the sponsors' agent),

is principally but not solely concerned to address the matter of. .

"benefits deriving", as will be seen especially in the Bayview user

data analyses.

10
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To encourage enrolment of 100 participantites in these trials,

the sponsors agreed to put. up half the cost of the Telidon terminals

i.e., receiver units, each consisting of a command-generating key-

board, a display vilitor, a communTcati4n modem, and a decoder. The

remaining capital equipment cost was to be borne by the participating

boards and would be grantable at the extraordinary expenditure rate.

The/cost-of installing the equipment also fell to the sponsors.

Ownership of the equipment became vested in the participating hoard as

of September 1983. Operating costs were to be divided: fixed costs

(e.g., monthly telephone line charge),to the sponsors; variable costs

'(of accessing the database by land line) to the board.

Witham pressing the point, acquiring ownership of the equipment

at a very modest cost could be viewed as a "benefit deriving;'. How-

ever, th ,ts study puts,nP value on this "benefit" and suggests that thq

'(equipment salvage value at project end (March 1984) depends on the
```demand

for the programs in the databases and whether'users are even

prepared to pay the operating costs of the system.

Summaries of visible costs to the YRBE to December 31, 1981,

appedT later in this report.

The YRBE Trials: 1983

Pte-installation period, 1981-1982

The original invitation from TVOntario, January 4, 1981, asked '

for indications of interest in acquiring and trying out Telidon

"in 1982".

After reviewing the 1980- experience, it was decided by the YRBE

Division of Planning and Development to proceed,''but conservatively,

to further trials. The (1980) siting of Markham D.H.S.'s Telidon gnit

in the ,school rary had proved to be a good location (easy to

access, eas to supervise, relevant-to the resource-based learning

philosophy of the school and jts library). It was decided to ask

secondary school librarians and their principals whether they wished

to p'articipate (the'. board was to hear operating costs/ Seven high

schbols were positive about Telidon's potential and volunteered.

Consultation with TVOntario's Telidon Project Director lead to a

decision'to.:ask for four units. Seven would not likely be grant(ed as
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there were only 10-0 installations planned for the the whole province.

It was suggested that we could expect to get two sets and, eventually;

that's what arrivedv-

By late 1981, it was clear that the principal content of the''

Telidon on-line database (the only mode then operationa1) was to be the
Student Guidance Information System (SGIS). It was decided, after con-

sultation. with the Board's Coordinator of Guidance, to try to locate the

units in the libraries of two schools which offered the Career. Develop--

ment credit.course (CDCC). In both Schools a slide presentation on

Telidon was arranged for the principal, guidance head, and librarian.

Both schools readily decided to participate in a year's trial, expecting
this to begin in 1982.

It needsto be understood why these two schools were selected and

what implications the selections 4ave for the evaluation study results

and their generalizability.

Each of the two schools.was already using SGIS in its traditional'

mode. That is, printouts ( "hard copy") of career information were
cranked out of the database and delivered to a student some days after"a

written request for -the information had been forwarded frOm the school's

guidance department. EaCh school also had (for part of Oie school year)

-the Reed Career Service videotapes which'provided attractive graphics

and sound tracks in support of occupations information to print. And;

each school had (just before or during the beginning of the TeIfdon

trials) the microcomputer version of CHOICES, a system of accessing

career information developed for the,federal government'. The CHOICES

database is somewhat less complete than SGIS but has some diffetent and

attractive, compensating features.

SGIS on Telidon (in the library) would haVet6 win its silurs, given

that students seeking career information have alternatives (in the

Guidance Office). In order to discover whether studentswould, of their.

own volition, use Telidon,it was - decided not to ...promote" the service

aggressively. Rather, all teachers, students and their parents were-

told of the system's availability and, naturally, to give all possible

assistance to volUntary users. Similarly, "there was no "hard'sell" job

on guidance or other staff, just a consistent effort to inform. After

the novelty effect had palled, use of Telidon ,would he mainly a reflec-

tion of genuine interest and utility.

ObviouSly, different use patterns could be expected where. there is

no competing career'information-c100ery service. Even if SGIS on

12
as
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Telidon was a ver4-pooi product, use might, be high if it were "the'

only gamein town". The findings of this study may be only generaliz--
..-..

able to schools witiv:circumstances similar to.Bayview and Stouffville

i.e., where well-stApported CDCC programs are already in place.
V,

;'L
The lihrr-ia.os..,in each school selected appropriate sites for the

equipment. They made commitments "to assist not only in the operation

of the trial but also in evaluation of the expelrience.. They studied

the prOposed model and agreed to keep appropriate records. To collect.

datas\on use, a log was designed to identify which Telidon ditahase was

accessed, '(e.g., SGIS, subject information packages), by whom (sex and

_grade leyel), how often and how long, etc. Given the many tasks that

fall to the lot of a secondary school teacher librarian, this was no

casual commitment.

Had they truly understood what efforts they would have to make

and what frustrations they would on i)ccasions have to cope with, the-

librarians might,, not have been such willing volunteers Ap they had
a

been briefed on our 1980 experience, they were not taken unaWares,nor

did they fall into the trap of "hard selling" a technology to col-

leagues and .stndats. When the anticipated problems arose, there were

few, if any; 'violated expectations arising; from rosy glow selling''of

an imperfect and insukstantial system. This was good strategy for

avoiding backlash from oversold users. It probably also resulted in

low-usage figures in the early implementation period (Sprint *, 1983,
-

early Autumn 1983) simply because there has been no promotional hype.

That premature "selling" might he wrought with dangers became

clear through latter 1981 and througl ut 1982 as time and again

TVOntarib pushed Its, equipment delive y dates ever further into the

future. Kittle information was volunt ered by the sponsors. The

Chief Research Officer called the Telidon Project staff every month to

ask for status Information, ro-ask.about "pre-utilization training"

.arrangements, By the end of 1982 there wad still nothing in

dither YRBE seAtiol. flirt, when the training session was held, was the

Chief. Research Officer invited to attend (the two libkarlans were, and

so Was.the Guidance Coordinator). Such omens proved to he accurate

indications of misadventures to come.

) Trials, 'Spring and Autumn 1983
.

Telidon receivers were installed in the libraries of Bayvlew

SecondarySchofil and'Stouffyilep District Secondary School on March 8
4
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and May 1Q, 1983, respectively. In March the librarians had been

exposed to a training session. ("trained" would he an overstatement of

their status), and each had been given a "Telidori Utilization Manual"

and some copy that could explain to an interested readef what the

Edutel and Edutex systems hoped to be. Materials which would have

helped the librarians help students to access more quickly and

directly the details of careers were sent to the schools' guidance

departments rather than to the librarians. In one school Lhese

materials were not forwarded and the librarian, unaware of their

existence, did without them for some weeks until she became aware that
the other librarian had these aids. The problem seems to rest in

routinely sending SGIS information only to guidance departments.

Such problems might he better understood and addressed if the

various participants could be occasionally called together for an
information exchange. Such programs were twice proposed to TVOntario

by the Chief Research Officer, but apparently to no avail.

Malfunctioning of the Stouffville installation were quickly and

effectively dealt with by TVOntario technical staff (David Sutherland,

Jim Roser, Alan Orr) and the equipment manufacturer, Norpak.

No "hand-holding" services or post-installation continuing sup-
,

port or exercises have been offered by TVOntario, no follow-up train-
.

ing has been held, and no "trouble-shooting" advisory communiques have

come to YRBE participants. All these' were needed and-not just for

technical briefings. Whoever supervises, the Telidon receiver needs

help in thinking through 'strategies for working with guidance counsel-

lors and classrooth teachers to ensure that the potential of the

electronic databases is integrated into the counselling and subject

curricula and methods.

Edutel

As noted earlier, the Edutel (broadcast) system did not become

operational until school resumed in the autumn. Bayview was never

able to receive (or display, perhaps) the broadcast signal. The

installers, from what was then called the Canada Computer Group (Belt

Canada's comiter communications unit) could not get the test signal.

Subsequent calls to both the administrative and technical staff of the

TVOntario Telidon project produced no assistance. The Bayview

librarian and A.V. technicians and the Chief Research Officer in turn

were told by CCG or TVOntario "That's the way it is in some areas, the
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signal can't be picked up" and "You probably need to mount an antenna

over the library:. your school's master antenna is too far from your

unit"-and "We can't come and check out_whether it's a signal or

receiver problem, 're too busy right now."

By December t983 we had all, but given up hope of getting diarno!;-

tic assistance for Bayview's unit from TVOntario's technical. staff.

By this-time Bayview had decided not to continue in the-trials past

the agreed upon period (March 1984). A call-was made to TVOntario on

January 17 to inform them of this decision. Within two days, Bayview

was visited by a technician who changed the power hookup, exchanged

`the Videotex decoder, and had Edutex in good working order. This

technician indicated that someone would come soon to work on the tel=

text signal. A few days ldter two TVOntario staff arrived, worked

briefly on the set and arranged to come hack the next day. Two weeks

later (February 7) we are still awaiting their return.

The broadcast mode, thus, has only been tried at Stouffville

D.S.S. And even there scarcely tried. This is because it takes so

long to bring a "page" of material to the display. monitor that none

but the very patient would spen so much time to get so little infor-

mation. In one timed trial, f A example, it took an average of 24

seconds (but as much as 50 seconds) 'to get a response to a viewer

signal (e.g., to call up a page or to move on to the next page). To'

get the local weather report took over five minutes, provided the `

.0
system did not "go down" or in other ways present a problem, as

.commonly occurred.

In short, Edutel was largely a non-event. We would be pleased to

give it a furtheit try, but not until the signal is in shape or our

equipment is in shape. On a "benefit derived" scale of "1" (low) to

"10" (high),'we give Edutel a "0" as a non-starter.

Edutex

The remainder of this evaluation is really on the Edutex (on-

line) Telidon service which was operational in both schools via

telephone land line. One condition of participation was that a

"dedicated access" line,b6 installed and used exclusively for the

trial. Installation and basic service charges were fully reimbursed

through TVOntario as the agent for the sponsors, the Ontario BUD

program and the federal lisp.

15



(i) Evaluation concerns

The sponscirs''stated,inte'rests relate to the development and

communication of job-related-databases and to developmental research

of the Telidon telecommunication system. A concern common to the

sponsors and this school board is to determine what benefits derive to

end users. The scope of the present evaluation reflects both aware-
.

ness of the 'range of Concerns and also the centrality of the

"benefits" question, at least to the schools.

The study the'refore included three evaluative dimensions (techni-

cal, content, and presentation format) and envisaged three gerleral

categories of evaluators (end users, librarians, researcher).

The scope of the evaluative dimensions can be summarized:

technical dimension: picture and print quality and

stze; access time; down time

Content dimension: relevance; timeliness or currency;

pedagogical soundness; substance

presentation dimension: pedagogical acceptability; pac-

ing; balance of graphics/print;

ease of access

As noted earlier while we had the dual-mode Telidon receivers,

only the Edutex service was available or possible to use significantly

over the trial peAod to mid-December 1983. Therefore this is an

evaluation of the on-line service and databases.

(ii) Evaluation findings

Technical dimensions

Picture and print quality: these were acceptable with respect to

clarity, definition, legibility, and colour trueness. To viewers

accustomed to North American colour television, the Telidon graphics

were "acceptable" but not perceived as something ,very differentlexcept

for the "build-up" sequencing of graphics which was seen as.tedious

and time-consuming. The researcher has seen European videotex/

teletext systems in operation, appreciates the differences, but doubts

whether the "superior graphics" capabilities touted by Telidon's

16
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developers is of much pedagogic consequence, based on current demon-

stration ki'eces (which makes little -use'Df''graphics).

Picture, size: the monitors used in this trial are significantly

smaller than those provided in the earlier trials and are thus only

suitable for use by a single viewer or small group.. Presumably,

."large group" monitors are or will be available.

it .

Access time is faster than in earlier trials, and movement from

one "page" (or build up of a page) to the next seemed faster and more

reliable than in the earlier trials. First time users found access

and movement times slow. The showy rebuilding of the SGIS logo with

every movement to a new page is'both unnecessary and frustrating for

the task-oriented user who is plowing his way toward wanted data.

"Down,yime", the occasions when the system is totally inoperative

or not accessible, or,simply malfunctioning were, after the first

months of the trial, less than expected based on earlier experience.

As the appendix shows, the time frames when apparently the system was

overloaded (too many would-be users for the number of "ports" to the

computer) largely corresponded with times when this conOiron couTd be

predicted (e.g., at the lunch period) for an on-line service too,

students. own-line loading to local storage devices, a minicomputer

for i.nstadce, could obviate this situation. However, this u3'i11.not

likely correct "crashes" such as that which occurs when the vital

command to continue, ";>RETURN", will not function (nor will any other

command), as sometimes happens after the unit has been on for 10

. minutes or so.

Content dimensions

Relevance: while the SGIS is, along with a job hunt unit, the

principal darbase, there are other information packages available to

users. These are 'Sample Learning Materials (commonly called "sub-

jects" by the students) which were salvaged from earlier trials.

Examples of the "subject" units. are geometry, astronomy, energy,

Blissymbolics, sociology, and some games. Sociology consists of page

after page of print copy, of what possibly is a good review of a,

college freshman course in deviant behaviour, shows Telidon at its

worst, i.e., as an electronic textbook. Logging of usage of the

various databases helps determine the relevance of the offerings as

seen by students and teachers. Analyses of the Rayview logs are .

providea on subsequent pages, but it can be noted here that very few

17



teachers tried Telidon and even fewer repeated their exploration

(unlike the MarkhaM experience). The 'relevance" of the Telidon

system and/or the substance of the databases apparently do not sell

themselves to teachers. A marketing or orientation program is neces-

sary to create an awareness in teachers. Something must be.done to

build in busy teachers a curiosity,and a desire for more information,

and for hands-on learning experiences. Suggestions on 'how to inte-

grate both the content of Telidon information banks and also the

skills involved in searching for data into their curricula need to he

inherent to the content. The perception of relevance is, to a degree,

a function of involvement. A Telidon system without an, involvement

strategy is not likely to convey "relevance" to teacher's who have

alternative means of providing guidance or subject information already

in place.

. Timeliness or currency, ped:o soundness, substance as

there was little teacher involvement, it was not possible to do the

. sort of "critique" that ,occurred in the 10050 trials. Perhaps deglect.

of Telidon by teachers should be Ofwed as a. sort of negative report.

, 11. But such an assumption is too open to challenge and this evaluation

report chooses to leave these dimensions open to further investigation

s.except as
rrespects the SGIS. and iob hunt data. Here there -IS' evi-

-

dence, based on usage, oL' timeliness (to student needs) and 'substanee.

(based on students' time on the terminal and their- oral reports on

usefulness and substance). These matters are de.4i with in the

appended statistical report section.

Presentation dimensions: again, lack of substantial teacher
e involvement is perhaps a de facto negative judgment on the pedagogical

acceptability of the data banks. Certainly,-the benefits of some of

the'"Sample Learning Materials" are-eldsive (how does one rate the

benefits of'exposing grade 9 students to units'on astronomy or

B,ssymbolics ?). The unitsn3ncenergy and computers were scanned

or Studied by some few students, as the BayvieW dat-show (the energy

material related to a grade 10 sctence unit', apparently). Rut, use of

the "learning materials" was so slight, either'absokiftely or relative

to SGIS, that they clearly are not "grabbers" in their:own right, and

no one was "selling" these materials to the students.

(iii) Evaluation conclusions.

As the adage has it, the proof, of the pudding is. in the eating.

Without force - feeding, students may be slow to sample a new product,

especially when they are not discontent with existing offerings.

18
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While students today are screen-oriented, the Telidon screen

seems to have none of the captivating power of its rivals --

commercial television or the arcade/video game or the microcomputer

monitor.

As Bayview's.data suggest, when TelidOn isi"down" for any

significant period, use is slow to recover to previous levels. More

consistent performance may help maintain "customers". But to bring

more into the shop, better offerings are needed in .the showcase.
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APPENDIX "A ":. Trial costs and per-use costs

As Table 1 (p. 14) shows, the gross visible costs to December 31,

1933 (Jaduary 31 in the case of the basic service charge) total

$6,603.60.

TvOntario, on behalf of the sponsors, remitted $2,158.42 toward

installation charges and the monthly basic service charge. B since

rates rose twice since the installation, an adjustment paymen of

about $140.00 is hoped for in this next installment of spons rs'

funds.

The YRBE's costs total not more than $3,745.18 and are mainly to

acquire the Telidon units (at $3,312). This latter expenditure is.,

grantable at the extraordinary rate.

T4 estimate a .per-Iise cost', based solely on the fixed service and

variable user costs excluding the capital expenditure),

Bayview's usage log has been analysed (Stouffville's costs are lower

but ,so is use). . In the four-mOnth cycle September 21 to December 16

(aCtually only 87 calendar or 61 school days) there were 331 attempts

by Bayview students to use the unit of which all but 26 were

successful". -A "'successful "" use meant that the system was not down

and-the.user reached the data bank. (Note, if two -students were using

the system at one time, each was counted as having an attempt.)

Bayvieurs Telidon operation costs for die four calendar. months

totalled $654..64, including the batic service charges that accounted

for over 70% of operating costs.

During this period there were some i nhibitions upon use. For example,

, during the school week November 7-11, the system was down one morning,

and 'due to the librarian's absence, not available for three subsequent

days. Only two student uses occurred all week. The school also ex-
.

perienced (as. do many.schoois, one expects) a pre-Christmas let-down

in academic activity. This is our interpretation of the fact that in

the five school days p eceeding Christmas Break there were only foor

uses involving 'a tjital of five students.

Duration of use varied widely, from as little as 10 minutes to as much

as an hour or gore. For instance, three'grade 13 students working

together, used SGIS for 75 minutes. Extended duration use of-SGIS by

grade 12 and 13 students grew from latter October-through to early
,-.

December, perhaps because these students would hope to graduate either

at the nd of ..LL semester (January). or in June and were involved in .

21i
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TABLE .1: Summary of trial costs to Dec. 31, 19831 ' -

----..

. Monthly
Installation service User charge2 - Telidon unit

charge charges2 , (packet & network) . purchase2 TOTALS

1. Bayview S.S. ,$ 100.00 $1,600.45 S 182.28 $1,656.00 $3,538.73

2. Stouffville D.S.S. 100.00 1,214.00 95.87 1,656.00 3,065.87

S 200.00 $2,814.45 S 27R.15 53,312.00 $6,603.60

GROSS Expenditure = $6,603.60

Rebate from TVO = $2,858.42

NET COST to YRBE . $3,745.18

1 The basic service (a,dedicated telephone
a prepaid expense.

Includes tax.

21

charge is billed a month in advance. Thus at t $285 is
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post-secondary career orieducation planningL. However, user charges-

are not great, averaging 554 per attempt.

Per -use cost (or attempted use, which also entails costs), including

the fixed and variable-operating charges, averaged almost $2.00 (331

usesoat $654.64 = $1.98). If the system were to become technically

problem-free, were to possess more access ports,'-were to contain

better data bases, were to be dA-ectly usable by students (obviating

the intervention of the librarian), and were to be aggresively market-

ed, then use would likely increase considerably. And there certainly

was unused access time, even on the busiest days (typically, six uses

involving eight students for 22 minutes).

As it As, a typical "successful user incurred $2.00 or so of operat-'

ing costs for about 25 minutes of "service". It would be hard to find

any human-information service agent who would work for $4.75 an hour.

Cost-per-use could probably be substantially reduced without any basic

\ changes in the present configuration, merely by getting the bugs out,

\ speeding up movement through the "pages", and by promotion, increase

usage.

Beyond that, if real reductions are to be realized, the charges. levied

by Bell Canada must be dramatically reduced or almost totally elimin-
A

ated by -use of the broadcast mode plus down-line loading or other

technological breakqrough. Since the latter solutions are not:immin-

ent, how cap.Bell line costs be, significantly controlled-of reduced?

With rate increases totalling 11% between March and December 1983, one

might wish to see rates rolled back: The easier remedy is to oblige

the company to reverse its unilateral decision to eliminate the

seasonal disconnection of service and permit schools to suspen

service for two or(three months each summer.

Frankly, student use of Telidon in secondary schools in the three-

months from June 7to September 6 would normally be very, very limit-

ed, probably non-existent, as students have finished regular classes

by about June 7 and do not return' to school much before September 6.

Such use would not warrant paying even a fraction of the present basic'

service charge for these three billing periods (Bell bills from the

seventh of the month), which would total $857.40 for the two schools

in the summer,of 1984. Even if Bell were to charge $100 to disconnect

and reconnect. the service, a school would still save $325.70 at pres-

ent rates ($142.90 per month, including tax).
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While .concern is to-get educational value for money, 'this does not

necessarily mean we should always took to spend less. There is one

secenario.that justifies additional expenditures on Telidon (perhaps

with offsetting savings else"ere).

Presintty, the conventional "off-line" SG[S service is tota ly subst-

dized by the Ministry of Education. But this situation is- ixpected to

end in the near future and user chatges will be incurred. Since users

of SGIS often need or want "hard-copy" (printouts).of career or higher

education information, that service will, probably be supplied and paid

for somehow orother.

There are'severalways toget hard copy from the computer' beside the

present off-line method. One would inv8lve generating microforms of

the SGIS data base and placing them du every user school. At these

schools microform reader-printers would he installed. An alternative

is to provide printers coupled to the Telidon receiveriv that, on

usercommand, hard copy of only the needed text or graph14'could he

generated. Text printers are available for the European teletex

systems and no doubt could be for the Telidon system, at what cost the

present writer cannot say. Nor :c.arl'he say that it would be less,ey

pensive than the off-line (possibly it wouldn't be). But it should be

a, far faster service, more versatile (if it can also capture non-SGIS

Aata, including their graphics):,'And it could be cheaper if the user

calls for printouts only of data which he his already perused and

'determined to be of interest and value to his decision-making. The

off-line method is essentially a "blind call" and the likely value of

the hard copy can only be guessed at until it is in hand, unlike the

Telidon alternative.

a
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APPEND "B ": BaYview S.S. Student User Data

Analyses of use of system-data were made for the period Septemher,21 -

December 16. During these 13 weeks there were several days when the

system was unavailable ("down"-,times, holiday, absence of librarian)

to students and'on some .days the incidence of "overload" (unable to

obtain an entry port into the host "computer) *evented or discoufaged

use.

/ Analyses of data, displayed graphically in the figures on the follow-

,ing pages, reveal conditions, but not necessarily their causes or

cures. Some-assumptions and speculations are gffered in the hopt that

those whawish to promote use of the system will find such informed

-guesses to be of value in trying to improve such conditions.

The student use data have been organized into one minor and two major

groups:

Figure 1 shows when the system was not accessible;

Figures 2-5 display use data for the whole period;

.Figures 6-10 display data on the use of the various

. system data bases week-by-week and by'

users'.grades (9-13)

1\NOTE: . limited use occurred mainly' in weeks 1, 3 and 13 and during

week 8 the system was largely inaccessible.

Detail

"Figure 1: Overloads of data bases by hour" reflects:what was found'

in the early weeks of usage. Accessing the ystem is most difficult.

in the lunch periods (in the 12 noon to 1)30 m. tim frame), in mid-

morning and before school. Perhaps more ports to e systel were

opened or possibly students just shifted to off-peak hours. In.any

4 event, by mid-term accessing the system ceased to be a significant

problem.

Figures 2 and 3 show system' use.by grade and use of the various data

bases by sext respectively. Figure 2, use by grade, does not reveal .
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much by itself, but combined with by-week and-by-data bases informa-
tion, does suggest why grade 13 students became relatively heavy, users
toward the pre-ChristMaa weeks (of this, more below). Many grade 10
students used the "Energy" package in a specific period (week 6), but

use of'"Energy" and other subject packages was less substantial there-
after (see Figure 6).

Figures 4 and 5 provide usage bY sex data. The first graphic clearly
shows (a) that the SGIS is the only data base used substantially (over
70% of all :successful" attempts) and (h) that use of the system is
used predominantly by male students.

In fact, males used Telidon in an overall ratio of 3,0:1 compared to
female students. The difference was less marked in grades 9 and In
where the ratio was about 2:1. In grades 11-13 the ratio jumped to

approximately 6.5:1 in favour of the boys. -

Except for the use of the data base that describes Telidon (only In

cases, i.e., only 10 students reported searching only that data base),

girls' use nowhere equalled boys. Male students made substantially

more (successful) attempts at all other data bases.

Figures 6 through 10 try to communicate about the week-by-week use,

either by data base or users' grades (9-13).

Figure. 6 shows the general trend to greater use as time passes (except

for the "Youth and gmployment" -- or "job hunt" data base). We can

clearly see that, after the system was virtually unusable in week 8,

usage was slow to spring back to previous levelS and, in fact,'only

SGIS fully regained its previous utilization levels. The use of the

descriptive program on Telidon virtually ceased after week 3.

,Figure-7 shows by-grade use. Our assumptions were that: (a) use by

grade 9 students would be initially low during their, orientation

period and would not grow sustantially as there is little on the

system for them; (.b) that use by more senior students would be

initially low because they were exposed to the system the p:revips'
3

'Spring, 'probably had experience with the off-line SGIS system, but

might grow through the year as they gave more thought to post-
. secondary :Careers; (c) that grade 10 students would show evgr-

increasing interest in and use of the system, were already oriented to

the schoOl, and would show greater interest in guidance information

asthey matured.While these pattern were generally what was observed

to happen, grade 10 interest "peaked" vgrly and then fell back (thee/
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"week 8 collapse") and recovered slowly. .Grade 13 interests shot up

after mid October and use was often of considerable duration, but use

by grade-11 students was slight throughout. Grade 9 use was initially

.higher[ than expected, but fell off dramatically after week 8.

Figure 8 sh as that reportS of the use of the data base describing

Teridon almos ceased after week 3. However, it is possible, even

likely, that this information was scanned by users (as a "refresher"?)

before proceeding to others.

gure 9 essentially reflects low use of the "Sample Learning

Materials", or "subjects" as they are more commonly called. Except

for an initial'interest in "Computers" and fora burst of interest in

the "Energy" unit by.grade 10 students in week 6, there was.little

real interest evident for these data bases. Use of the Energy unit

was In support of a science study unit proceeding at that time.

Figure.10 is very "busy", but one quickly notes that it was in sub-

stantial demand for SGIS.from weeks 6 through 12. In week 8, when

there were only two uses' (involving four students), both were to

access SGIS, for a total of 80 minutes. Grade 12 as well as grade 13

students made much use. of this base in the latter half of this study

period, but grade 11 usage was low throughout, save week 12-. Nearness

to semester end (and graduation or school-leaving) and the imminent,

need to make application for admission to post-secondary institutions

probably account for the spurt in interest in November.
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FIGURE 9:1 USE OF THE "SUBJECTS" DATA BASE
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